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How resilient is the rebound?
Investors may be overlooking a key risk
in the current economic environment.
Intensive life cycle analysis helps
uncover ESG leaders with promising
long-term growth potential.
Putnam’s International Small Cap
team sees a rich pool of attractive
investments across a range of sectors.

The start of 2019 brought an impressive rebound for global equities. After
a bruising fourth-quarter sell-off, stocks bounced back despite concerns
over slowing economic growth and downward earnings revisions. The
Federal Reserve’s decision to put rate hikes on hold boosted sentiment,
as did signs of progress in the global trade conflict.
Is the rebound sustainable? A number of factors could support
continued strength, including stimulus measures in China and a
resolution in U.S.–China trade negotiations. In fact, with the potential
for an uptick in economic growth, inflation is a risk that investors may be
overlooking. On the other hand, European GDP has slowed materially
and the United Kingdom is struggling with Brexit challenges. Pockets of
recession around the globe are possible, which would not be favorable
for equities.

World equity markets recover in the first quarter
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Market disruption and the risk
no one is talking about

price/earnings multiples would be more likely to contract
than expand as bonds and fixed income securities become
more attractive relative to stocks. High-growth stocks
would be particularly vulnerable in this environment, as
their elevated P/Es have the farthest to compress. Lower
corporate earnings and a falling market P/E is a painful
combination for equities.

Shep Perkins, CFA
Chief Investment Officer, Equities
Portfolio Manager of Putnam Global Equity Fund
and Putnam Sustainable Leaders Fund

“

Innovation creates a
huge opportunity, with no
guarantees. The winners
could be the new disruptors
or the entrenched players
that embrace innovation.

Investors are not worried about inflation. That is one reason
I believe it’s a key risk for equities. Given the subdued
inflation trends over the past decade, the market has been
more concerned about deflation, which can be driven by
falling commodity prices, lack of wage growth, efficiency
gains from innovation, and global trade. It is logical, with
the current environment of slowing global growth and
the recent yield curve inversion, to disregard the potential
for inflation. However, it is worth considering whether
pressures finally may be building.

”

First, a pickup in economic growth seems probable.
Interest rates have pulled back, China is implementing
stimulus measures, and we are likely to see a resolution
soon for some aspects of the U.S.–China tariff conflict.
Second, consider energy prices. After peaking in mid-2018,
oil prices fell dramatically later in the year, further
dampening inflation concerns. However, production cuts
from OPEC could continue to move oil prices higher. At the
same time, geopolitical uncertainties, particularly related
to U.S. sanctions on Iran and Venezuela, could lead to a
minor supply shock and a spike in prices.
From a labor market perspective, there has been a notable
pickup in wage inflation in the past six months. It could be
that the combination of low unemployment and increasing
labor participation has finally reached a tipping point and
the economy is finally seeing real labor market tightness.

Disruption in the supermarket
Innovation is a constant opportunity for equity investors.
The market potential is huge as companies develop
better, faster, cheaper — and groundbreaking — products
and services that can be adopted globally. Most of these
innovations have higher margins and low capital intensity,
especially software. Of course, there are high risks too.
As many innovative growth companies command high
valuations, they are assuming some level of success that
is sustainable. Yet, this is far from certain. Also, innovation
can be disruptive in a negative way for existing businesses.
This threat of technological disruption has weighed on
long-standing firms whose stocks have shifted from growth
to value. And it has hurt stocks of some traditional valueoriented firms that are losing market share to innovative
growth companies.

Tighter labor market conditions, combined with a boost in
global economic growth, could surprise the market with a
considerable amount of inflationary pressure. This would
weigh on equity markets for several intertwined reasons.
For one, interest rates would rise and the “Fed put”— the
Federal Reserve’s willingness to keep the federal funds rate
low — would be jeopardized. The Fed would be inclined
to hike rates, and higher rates naturally slow the economy.
This, in combination with higher wage pressure, would
squeeze corporate profits. Moreover, as rates rise, market

Grocery retailing is not known to be a dynamic growth
segment of the market. But technology disruption
has arrived for this traditionally sleepy, low-margin
business. Recent changes are significant — and they
bring opportunities and challenges for equity investors.
In 2017, Amazon brought disruption to grocery retail
with its purchase of Whole Foods, the introduction of
Amazon Fresh, and even two-hour grocery delivery
service in select cities. At the same time, existing players
haven’t stood still. Walmart, for example, has innovated
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resolution for some aspects of the trade conflict. A partial
solution could limit further tariff increases and possibly
reverse some of the tariffs put in place last year. However,
this outcome is uncertain, and more aggressive tariff
measures could be enacted.

its grocery business, adding online ordering/in-store
pickup as well as delivery services that have boosted its
e-commerce sales considerably.
Both Kroger and Stop & Shop (owned by Ahold Delhaize)
are separately piloting driverless grocery delivery
programs. Also, Kroger announced a partnership with
British online grocery retailer Ocado and has plans to roll
out online offerings, even in cities where it doesn’t currently
have a physical grocery store presence.

There is reason for some optimism, as President Trump’s
negotiating stance seems in part dictated by stock market
momentum. Stock market weakness due to the lack of any
trade deal may prompt him to capitulate to some degree.
At the same time, China is not in a particularly strong
negotiating position. According to some data, China’s
economy experienced a pronounced decline in 2018 —
much slower than the country’s reported 6.5% GDP growth
would suggest. Auto sales, for example, were down close
to 20% at the end of the year. The Chinese government
has enacted a series of stimulus measures, a sign that the
economy is indeed weak. Ironically, a combination of a
weak U.S. stock market and a struggling Chinese economy
could help cement some type of deal, most likely geared
toward the U.S. trade deficit.

This brings challenges to legacy grocery companies,
primarily increased supply due to new entrants and price
discounting by these new players to attract business. It
seems likely that both incumbents and challengers will
increase their investment, the former to protect their
positions and the latter in an attempt to gain market share.
Online grocery shopping represents a negligible share of
the market today. It has the potential to grow in much the
same way online apparel shopping has, and to capture
double-digit share in the coming years. Innovation creates
a huge opportunity, with no guarantees. The winners
could be the new disruptors or the entrenched players that
embrace innovation.

Even if some agreements are reached, the U.S.-China trade
relationship is complex. There are many unresolved issues
relating to manufacturing competitiveness, intellectual
property, and cybersecurity, which could lead to export
controls on critical technology and defense items. We
expect the underlying trade friction to be sustained for
years, not months.

Still many questions around tariffs and trade
In this report one year ago, we first cited “Trump, tariffs, and
trade” and U.S.–China tensions as a risk in equity markets.
News headlines suggest we are closer to a favorable

Market scorecard
Select equity index performance as of 3/31/19
Index name

Q1 2019

1 year

3 years

5 years

Russell 1000 Growth Index

16.10%

12.75%

16.53%

13.50%

10 years

17.52%

Russell 2000 Index

14.58

2.05

12.92

7.05

15.36

S&P 500 Index

13.65

9.50

13.51

10.91

15.92

MSCI World Index (ND)

12.48

4.08

10.68

6.78

12.38

Russell 1000 Value Index

11.93

5.67

10.45

7.72

14.52

MSCI Europe Index (ND)

10.84

-3.72

6.56

1.04

8.95

MSCI EAFE Index (ND)

9.98

-3.55

7.27

2.33

8.96

MSCI EM Index (ND)

9.92

-7.28

10.68

3.68

8.94

Sources: S&P Dow Jones Indices, MSCI, Russell. Indexes are unmanaged and do not incur expenses. You cannot invest directly in an index.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Returns for periods greater than one year are annualized. See page 7 for index definitions.
As of 12/31/18, Amazon represented 2.26% of Putnam Global Equity Fund assets and 3.84% of Putnam Sustainable Leaders Fund assets. Walmart
represented 1.54% of Sustainable Leaders and was not held by Global Equity. Neither fund held Kroger or Ahold Delhaize.
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How green is your
beverage container?

studies and considers all steps in a product life cycle
to identify ways to mitigate environmental impact and
reduce all-inclusive economic costs.

So what’s best for beverages?
While reusing a container is clearly the best solution, it
is not always practical. With this in mind, and based on
our analysis of glass, aluminum, and plastic containers,
we found distinct advantages with aluminum. It is fully
recyclable with no loss in quality; it already has high
recycling rates; and it benefits from a low weight-tovolume ratio, which reduces transportation costs. These
attractive properties give aluminum a high scrappage
value, which incentivizes collection and reuse. In fact, it is
estimated that three-quarters of all aluminum ever mined
is still in use today. As a result, a typical can contains 70%
recycled content, while a can made from fully recycled
metal uses just 5% of the energy needed to produce a can
made from virgin material.

Alexander Rickson, CFA
Quantitative Analyst
Putnam Sustainable Investing team

Packaging is big business — valued at nearly $900 billion
globally. Historically, the principal goal of the industry
was simple: provide protection for packaged goods in
the most cost-effective manner. Today, there is much
greater emphasis on sustainability and the environmental
consequences of low recycle rates and poor waste
management systems.
There is much debate about which is the most
environmentally friendly form of packaging. While some
uses of plastic are clearly valuable, there has been
increasing analysis of the negative impact of single-use
plastics, such as flimsy shopping bags and straws. Some
countries are trying to curtail their use via a variety of
measures. Businesses have also begun to respond,
with multinationals such as Unilever — a holding in our
sustainable portfolios — committing to 100% recyclable
plastic packaging by 2025.

It is estimated that threequarters of all aluminum ever
mined is still in use today.
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Heavy research into light containers
Analysis of the $60 billion beverage container market
provides insight into the complexities of sustainability
research. Exploring the efficiency of something as simple
as a single-use bottle or can means in-depth research in
areas such as transportation of raw materials and finished
products, production processes, weight, form factor,
recycling potential, and end-of-life scrappage value. This
life cycle analysis forms the core of many carbon footprint
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The circular economy:
Accelerating recycling and reuse
Life cycle analysis research supports the concept of
a circular economy, in which the ultimate goal is to
accelerate recycling and reuse in order to minimize
or even eliminate the need for virgin raw materials.
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Good for the planet, good for investors
How does this research translate into investment
opportunities? One example is Ball Corporation, a holding
in Putnam Sustainable Leaders Fund. Ball is a provider
of metal packaging for beverages, food, and household
products. The company’s stock price has been fueled by
meaningfully faster growth than that of its business peers.
We believe this is partly due to Ball’s sustainability initiatives.
Rather than moving away from aluminum to plastic years
ago, as many of its competitors did, Ball increased its focus
on improving metal packaging and the flexibility of its
production lines. The company works closely with suppliers
and customers to increase recycling rates, reduce the
energy intensity of aluminum production, and decrease the
weight of its own products, making them more attractive
than alternative forms of packaging.

Glass suffers from being the heavyweight option, which
amplifies distribution-related emissions. Although glass
can be fully recycled, it usually must be mixed with virgin
materials to achieve desired quality and color. For plastic,
the disadvantages are low scrappage values, which
contribute to poor recycling rates and significant negative
end-of-life externalities. For example, unlike glass, plastic
will break down and pollute in ways that have significant
environmental implications. Furthermore, its recyclable
content is low, and material degradation means that plastic
beverage bottles need to be made from virgin material.

“

Exploring the efficiency
of something as simple as a
single-use bottle or can requires
in-depth research.

”

The advantages of aluminum
Based on a number of measures, we believe aluminum is the most appealing option for single-use beverage containers.
Glass

Aluminum

Plastic*

Weight

High

Low

Low

Energy required (raw materials)

Medium

High

Very high

Energy required (bottle only)

High

Low

Low

Transport cost

High

Low

Low

Recycle potential

Full

Full

Low

Amount recycled

Medium

High

Low

Negative end-of-life

Low

Low

High

P
1 lastic example for Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET).
Source for size of packaging market: Smithers PIRA Long-term Strategic Forecast Report to 2028.
As of 12/31/18, Unilever represented 3.54% of Sustainable Leaders Fund assets and 3.80% of Sustainable Future Fund assets. Ball Corporation
represented 1.22% of Leaders Fund and 1.59% of Future Fund.
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A rich pool of choices

Our approach: Three research buckets
We narrow our research focus to identify stocks in
three categories.

Karan S. Sodhi, CFA
Portfolio Manager
Putnam International
Capital Opportunities Fund

Franchise companies
Portfolio allocation: ≈50%
Characteristics: Competitive edge: Moats enable them to
maintain or increase profitability and grow for extended
periods; large addressable markets; durable business
models; profitably reinvest their capital

For small-company stocks outside the United States, the
past two quarters have been a study in extremes. After
a challenging fourth quarter of sharp declines, these
stocks have rebounded just as dramatically in the early
months of 2019.

Sample holding: Sarana Menara

This is the largest-independent owner and operator of
towers for wireless operators in Indonesia. We believe
the business offers attractive upside potential due to
consolidation opportunities and growing demand for
data and bandwidth in Indonesia.

In both environments, one thing didn’t change: We have a
rich pool of attractive investments from which to choose.

International small caps: An inefficient universe
In our segment of the market, we believe there are
many unrecognized opportunities, where stock prices
do not accurately reflect the value of the businesses.
This is partly due to limited coverage by industry
analysts. One-quarter of all companies in our index
have no sell-side analyst coverage, while half of the
companies in the index have three or fewer analysts
covering them.

Cyclical companies
Portfolio allocation: ≈30%
Characteristics: Current profitability is depressed relative
to normalized earnings power; solid businesses with
current cyclical challenges
Sample holding: Bank of Ireland

The company’s earnings have been depressed due to a
high level of non-performing loans. These are declining,
and we are seeing early signs of loan growth. The business
has the potential to benefit significantly if European
interest rates were to rise.

Attractive valuation. Our benchmark index is trading
at a meaningful discount to the Russell 2000 Index while
offering a similar, if not better, growth profile, in our view.
S&P Developed
Ex-U.S.
Small Cap Index

Russell 2000
Index

Price-to-earnings

13x

19x

Price-to-book

1.4x

1.9x

Dividend yield

2.8%

1.6%

Transformative companies
Portfolio allocation: ≈20%
Characteristics: Profitability could improve dramatically
due to significant changes in their industry or sector;
unrecognized or underappreciated transformation potential

As of 12/31/18.

Sample holding: Air Canada

Currency tailwinds. U.S. dollar strength over the past
five years has created a meaningful advantage for
international companies that have a non-dollar cost base.

We expect the airline’s capital expenditures to decline
dramatically in the next two years, resulting in meaningful
free cash flow generation. We see upside from the
company’s rewards program, which was recently reacquired
from an external service provider. We also anticipate an
improved competitive environment as WestJet Airlines, a
Canada-based rival, faces cost pressure.

As of 12/31/18, Sarana Menara represented 1.49% of Putnam
International Capital Opportunities Fund assets; Bank of Ireland
represented 1.79%; and Air Canada represented 2.14%.
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An active, research-driven approach to investing in equities
Equity investing at Putnam features a tenured and talented team of portfolio managers backed by an
integrated group of research analysts with worldwide reach. Our research organization is structured to focus
fundamental analysis on the factors that matter most in global equity markets.

The power of independent research
Fundamental research has always been an important
driver of security selection for Putnam. Our firm is built
with the scale to research global markets while also
allowing analysts to achieve thorough conviction in their
recommendations. Our research organization thrives in
an entrepreneurial and collaborative environment, where
out-of-the-box critical thinking is encouraged, and analysts
are focused on developing differentiated insights.

EQUITIES AT PUTNAM

Shep Perkins, CFA
Chief Investment Officer, Equities
Investing since 1993
Joined Putnam in 2011
Kate Lakin
Director of Equity Research
In the investment industry since 2008
Joined Putnam in 2012

Russell 2000 Index is an unmanaged index of the smallest 2000
securities in the Russell 3000 Index.

MSCI EAFE Index (ND) is an unmanaged index of equity securities
from developed countries in Western Europe, the Far East, and
Australasia.

S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged index of common stock
performance.

MSCI Emerging Markets Index (ND) is a free float-adjusted
market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity
market performance in the global emerging markets.

Indexes assume reinvestment of all distributions and do not
account for fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

MSCI Europe Index (ND) is an unmanaged index of Western
European equity securities.

Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks,
service marks, and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company.

MSCI World Index (ND) is an unmanaged index of equity
securities from developed countries.

The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors
Shep Perkins, CFA; Alexander Rickson, CFA; and Karan Sodhi, CFA,
as of March 31, 2019, are subject to change with market conditions,
and are not meant as investment advice.

Russell 1000 Growth Index is an unmanaged index of those
companies in the large-cap Russell 1000 Index chosen for their
growth orientation.
Russell 1000 Value Index is an unmanaged capitalizationweighted index of large-cap stocks chosen for their value
orientation.
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Visit putnam.com for continuing market updates,
expert insights, and investment commentaries.
Find us

For informational purposes only. Not an investment
recommendation.

Consider these risks before investing: International investing
involves certain risks, such as currency fluctuations, economic
instability, and political developments. Investments in small
and/or midsize companies increase the risk of greater price
fluctuations. Emerging-market securities carry illiquidity and
volatility risks. Growth stocks may be more susceptible to earnings
disappointments, and value stocks may fail to rebound. Stock prices
may fall or fail to rise over time for several reasons, including general
financial market conditions and factors related to a specific issuer
or industry. Risks associated with derivatives include increased
investment exposure (which may be considered leverage) and, in
the case of over-the-counter instruments, the potential inability to
terminate or sell derivatives positions and the potential failure of the
other party to the instrument to meet its obligations. You can lose
money by investing in the fund.

Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund before
investing. For a prospectus, or a summary prospectus if available, containing this and other information for any
Putnam fund or product, call your financial representative or call Putnam at 1-800-225-1581. Please read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
Putnam Retail Management
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